
Previous Events 

World Of Crete

www.worldofcrete.com

Select Art is brough to you by WOC World Of Crete IKE. 
WOC exists out of a highly skilled team with many years 
of experience in organizing Art Event, Art Fairs, 
Marketing, and with references at Monaco, Cannes, 
Belgium and USA.

World Of Crete started last year with several exclusive 
contemporary art exhibitions and fairs, taking place at 
several luxury villas on Crete and the first Virtual Art 
Fair VIFAF since 2017. Exhibiting over the 300 artworks 
of more then 100 artists from Dubai, Paris, Germany, 
New York, Los Angles, Finland, Norway, Belgium, etc.

More about World Of Crete and their exhibitions is to be 
found at  www.worldofcrete.com 

This 3th edition of Select Art stretches over 4  days opening at 
27th May until 29th May 2023. This new edition is a gallery 
or dealer only fair. Participating galleries also gain the options 
to have their Virtual booth in VIFAF separated to their 
physical booth at the fair. VIFAF select art editions then also 
goes live then during the same times as Select Art. Posterus 
360 / VIFAF Building the 8th floor. And will be also featured 
at the fair in VR with oculus.

Select Art selects  its participants with a expert international 
board existing out of Museum directors, Art historians, 
archeology experts, Gallerists and Fair directors. This way we 
guarantee our visitors  a high quality exhibition and fair. 

Select Art’s exhibitor selection process is rigorous, and all 
objects are verified by an international committee of experts 
before the fair opens its doors to the public. This enables 
visitors to buy with the greatest confidence.

The opening will take place with a gala event, this at the 
evening before the fair.

With performers such as Forbes Monaco magazine entern-
tainer of the year, “The legendary Voice of Monaco Alan 
Landry”.  

The opening is on invitee only, press, vip selected guests, etc. 
Every year Select Art publishes an exhibitor catalogue, 
“WOC Magazine” with among exhibitors, articles of 
museums, and other artworks related news. 

Where:
Select Art takes place at the prestigious Villa Moma, The 
Villa is located a 10km from Chania center and 18km from 
the airport. A shuttle service will drive several times a day 
bringing visitors from the fair towards, their accommodation 
or city and or airport. 

Villa Moma provides hole the property for fair space, several 
spaces, sculpture garden, professional booths, etc. 
Participants can select out of several  booths and different 
sizes. As well having the option of a large sculpture garden. 
All our participants will gain a full exhibitor toolbox, where 
can been made choice out of multiple decorations, lights, 
carpet, etc. all options as you find at any other art & antique 
fair.  

All information can be found at our fair website, 
www.worldofcrete.com For application contact us at 

SELECT ART ‘

What is Select Art;
Select Art is the first international fine art 
and antique fair on Crete. Bringing 
museum quality fine art, antiques, modern 
and contemporary art and design from 
around the world. 

SELECT ART ‘23 INTERNATIONAL FINE ART FAIR
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OPENING V.I.P. NIGNT
Saturday 27th May 2023

19:00 - Guest arrival welcomed by hostesses. 

Appetizers and welcome drink, Tapenade bar 

19:30 - Introduction of the Sponsors & Partners

 (Business, collaborators and participant exhibitors, etc.)

20:30 - Walking dinner

20:30 - Life music performance and house chic with 

The legendary Voice Of Monaco “Alan Landry”.

21:30 -  Dessert , Coffee, etc.

23:00 - Music, open bar

PUBLICK DAYS FAIR
28th - 29th May 2023

09:00 - 14:00 Every day open to the main public.

NOCTURNE
28th - 29th May 2023

18:00 - 21:00 Eery day open to the main public.

PROGRAM  
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Select Art’s exhibitor selection process is rigorous, and all 
objects are verified by an international committee of experts 
before the fair opens its doors to the public. This enables visitors 
to buy with the greatest confidence.

We include participants such as; Established contemporary art 
galleries, Antique dealers, Jewelry smiths and Design, Art deco, 
Art nouveau, Antique clock work, etc. 

CONTEMPORARY ART GALLERIES

ANTIQUE - ART DECO - ART NOUVEAU

EXCLUSIVE JEWELRY DESIGN AND DIAMOND

Select Art selects  its participants with a expert 
international board existing out of Museum directors, 
Art historians, archeology experts, Gallerists and Fair 
directors. This way we guarantee our visitors  a high 
quality exhibition and fair.

PARTICIPANTS
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SONSORS & PARTNERS

SELECT ART- CATALOGUE
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